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On top of the ladder and jumping for higher
Only a corrupt government rewards a liar
Men with so much should be dead
Don't let it seem like you're letting it get to you
Since that's what you're bred to do

Don't watch as the christian elite play puppeteer
Their salivating mouths chew the presidents ear
Who's mind don't seem to work so well
Don't let it seem like you're letting it get to you
Since that's what you're bred to do

You're better at lying
You're better at fooling
You're better than ever the government could be
So why don't you come set the record straight
And tell them we all know what you've done
There's no room left for error
'Cause we picked up every one

You lied about understanding our intricacies
And bullshit the fuck out of foreign policy
Deleting
Subtracting
Civil rights away
A powerless public force fed from the state

A corporation funded election campaign
Don't tell me that you think that they're separate

In a coma
In a cellophane bag
The trouble that you bought into don't pay you back

You lied about so many things from big screws to small
Malevolent
Benevolent
Don't matter at all
When worse comes to worse
Shit, you'll lie about lies
This fuck your feelings attitude
You can't compromise
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You know as well as I do it's fucking morally wrong
Our live's incomplete and we're all incomplacent

In a coma
In a cellophane bag
How long will you let this continue
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